Values are given for Mossbauer effect measurements of nuclear magnetic moments, spectroscopic quadrupole moments, ratios of moments between low lying excited states and the ground state of the same isotope, and ratios of moments between states of different isotopes. Adopted values for moments, obtained by direct celeotion of specific results or by an averaging propp;:;;:;, :UP pTP;:;pntpr)0 Thp 1itPT:l. ture has been covered through December, 1974. 
For general discussions of Mossbauer spectroscopy, the reader is referred toa number of review atticles in [Go68] .I For the present purposes, we will make only a few introductory comments.
Measurements of hyperfine interactions obtained by Mossbauer spectroscopy differ from other methods in that one obtains hyperfine energy differences between the nuclear ground state and some excited stare, rarher than values for a single nuclear level. While ground state moments are generally determined more accurately by other methods, not many techniques arc widely applicable to measurements of excited state moments. Therefore, the application of the Mossbauer effect to the measurement of nuclear moments has been widespread. Society. to whom all requests regarding reproduction should be addressed.
If a magnetic hyperfine field H hf is present at the nucleus, then one measures in a Mossbauer spectrum a set of energy value differences given by (1) [ J* Jz]
= -ILILNHhf R,.,. r -T '
where J* and J are the excited and ground state nuclear spins, J z * and J z are components of J* and J in the direction of the hyperfine field, ILN is the nuclear magneton, gN* and gN are the nuclear gyromagnetic ratios in the excited and ground states, and R,.,. is the ratio of nuclear magnetic moments (2) Depending on the selection rules governing the nuclear transitions between the :(21 z"" + 1) eXCIted state and (21 z + 1) ground state levels, one measures a number of such energies, each appearing as an absorption line in the resonance spectrum. A specific example i:; gi veIl in figure 1 where the magnetic hyperfine splitting is shown for a case having J = 1/2 and J* = 3/2 applicable, for example, to the Mossbauer' resonance in 57F e or 119Sn. Dipole selection rules allow six possible transitions with the energies shown in the figure. One sees here, or from eq (1) , that the relative line positions de-.
pend only on the ratio R,.,.. This quantity is thus obtained with no external assumptions, and in most cases it is the basic nuclear magnetic moment information provided by the experiment. The ground state moment, if known from other measurements, can then he combined with this ratio to obtain the excited state moment.
The absolute line positions, rather than the relative positions, depend on the product of the moments and the hyperfine field. If H hf is known from other measurements or by calculation, then these positions can be used to determine the moment values. This approach has been used especially for even-even nuclei where 1 z = U. Si~ce in this case the ground state moment is zero, one measures only the excited state splitting, and no moment ratio. Some discussion of H hf is thus necessary in order to obtain the excited state moment.
If an electric field gradient is present at the nucleus, then electric quadrupole hyperfine splitting may occur. In a manner similar to the above, a measurement of the quadrupole resonance spectrum can provide the ratio' of spectroscopic quadrupole moments RQ Q* /Q. This is illustrated in figure 2 for a case where 1= 5/2 and J* = 7/2 as, for example, in 121Sb or 151Eu. If information concerning the electric field gradient tensor is availabl~, the absolute line positions provide the quadrupole moments directly. Most often this latter approach relies on calculations of the field gradient, which in some cases can be done with reasonable reliability. However, it is important to realize th~t large "Sternheimer corrections" maybe necessary due to a shielding of the field gradient at the nucleus by the local electrons (see [St76a] ). In many cases, the magnitude of this shielding is not well known, and this may cause a large error in the derived quadrupole moment.
Moment ratios and moments obtained as described above are listed in table 1, covering all the available /' ./ measurements through December 1974. We emphasize that we consider ratios of moments measured by the Mossbauer technique to be the most fundamental experimental. quantities since they are obtained without the need of other data. In general, however, we have also given ground state moments obtained from other works and used the listed ratios to obtain excited state moments.
Frequently in the literature measurements or hyperfine energies have been obtained using two. different isotopes in the same compound. If the ratio of these energies is calculated, the hyperfine field or electric field gradient cancels and one obtains a ratio of the nuclear moinents of those isotopes. This' may then be combined with a measured value for one of the m~ments to obtain the other. Ratios obtained in this way are listed in table 2. These are also cross-referenced to an entry in table I where the ratio is . used to obtain one of the moments. Table I also indi(!ates adopted values for the ratios and moments. When one measurement appears to be substantially more reliable than other published results due to superior data or analysis, that value has been chosen as the adopted value. In the majority of cases, several measurements of comparable quality exist and an averaging procedure over selected values has been used. Again here, the choice of which values to include in averaging is based on quality of data and of analysis. The final adopted values are summarized for convenience in table 3. (3) where IJ.R and ~2 are measured uncertainties. If no value is available for either!1R or M 2, th~n none is given for ~ 1. In cases where the moment is not obtained by a ratio, the stated uncertainty is that of the original reference. Averaging has been performed by weighting the measured quantities by the inverse square of the error: (4) where (Ti = ~ i. The probable error M assigned to the average, has been calculated both according to (5) and where N is" the number of measurements used. The tabulated value for a..Y is the larger of the two. If a value was used in averaging which had no indicated error, then for these purposes it was assigned an error equal to ± 5 in the reported last significant digit.
Rj./.
A numerical entry indicates a value. for the ratio of the magnetic moment of the excited state in question to that of the ground state for the same isotope. In some cases, the derived excited state moment and the assumed ground state moment were given, but not the actual ratio. In those cases (marked by footnote d), the ratio has been derived from the excited and ground state moments and is entered here as the experimental 
References
References to measurements obtained by techniques other than Mossbauer spectroscopy are enclosed in parentheses. Example: (Sc70). If more than one reference is enclosed in parentheses, then the quoted value is a weighted average over all those references. Example: (Ku61, Fe63).
If the same quantity is reported more than once by the same group of authors, all references are given, but the tabulated value is taken as the latest one.
Example: D061, L062. 1.7128 (13) l.34 (1) 
Gr64b
Coo 80 1109 R063, Se65,Pa67a Bu68, Th68, Pa70
Me72, Me74 bAverage of selected values, used as adopted value for tne ratio or moment.
cValue selected as adopted value.
St680, Pi68
Du68a, Du68 (Ma56) Me73 dMoment ratio calculated from the excited state and the around state moments or appropriate splittings quoted in the reference.
eObtained from a measurement of the angular distri.bution of resonant scattering.
fGround state moment determined byMoS~bauer spectroscopy.
gMoment derived assuming a known magnetic hyperfine field or electric field gradient which was obtain~d from other.measurements or by calculation.
hData inadequate to decide between two possibilities.
uUncorrected for the Sternheimer effect.
Explanation of Table 2  Explanation of Table 3 Number The number cross-references an entry in There the ratio value is combined with an adopted value' for one of the moments to calculate the other moment.
Ratio
Moments are specified by the isotope and energy of the level in question. Thus Q(57Fe, 14.4) is the quadrupole moment of the 14.4 keV level in 51Fe. The assistance of Virginia E. Stevens, Sheila W.' Hedges, and Paul T. Deason in the compilations, proof reading, and general preparation of the tables is greatly appreciated. The attempt to conform this paper and its tables to the larger one on all nuclear moments was made possible by continuous discussIOn and correspondence with Gladys Fuller, its author. We are thankful for her effort and time in our behalf. 
